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14th November 2006 
 

General Outlook 
 
 
The Dollar is higher across the board and looks generally positive for one more rally to marginal new highs at 
least. The 1.2745 EURUSD, 1.2523 USDCHF and 1.8925-45 GBPUSD areas all look attainable today but after 
that we shall need to assess. Overall I’d like to see the correction move just a little further but much will 
depend on the correction from the resistance areas mentioned.  
 
The picture against the Yen appears to be slightly different. The rally was encouraging but the pullback this 
morning is highlighting a slightly different pattern and the risk does appear to be for consolidation – possibly 
even a dip to the 116.54-72 area. This is a currency pair that is probably best avoided. The dip in EURJPY 
following the deep correction has probably destroyed any possibility of a final lift to the reserve targets at 
152.14-34 and here I am beginning to get quite bearish, certainly to around 150.33 but be cautious of a 
possible stronger decline that could move down to 149.62-92 before a small correction occurs – the medium 
term target here is around the 148.84 corrective low.  
 
Finally the Aussie – a soft day for it yesterday which means a slightly deeper pullback which I’m looking for a 
test of 0.7580-90 before that see a deeper recovery. 
 
 
Good luck 
 
 
 
Ian Copsey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



UUUSSSDDDJJJPPPYYY                                         Price: 117.63  

Resistance 

119.75-87 

119.03-08 

118.55 

118.30 

118.10 

117.90 

Support 

117.31-38 

117.02-12 

116.83 

116.54 

116.07 

 

 115.40 

Bias: There appears to be evidence for an initial 117.02-118.10 trading range before lower 

    

60 Minute Momentum 
Schaff TC Declining 

FXS-RSI Neutral 

 
Daily Cycles & Momentum 

Bullish: The bounce from 117.12 was looking encouraging until the sharp dip this 
morning and we feel some care needs to be taken with this currency pair. 
There is support at 117.31-38 which should be watched at first and while 
this holds we could see a 117.31-118.10 range. Any earlier break below 
117.31 would suggest a fall to marginal new lows around 117.00-05 but 
while that supports we can expect a recovery. Only an earlier break above 
118.29 would signal a retest of the 118.58 high and possibly 119.03-08. Direction Lower 

Next Low  10 days?  Medium 
Term 

November 13th: Although we saw break of 118.45 the fact that 118.58 
capped is rather concerning and only back above 118.00 and then 119.00-
10 would provide any argument for a move to 119.65-87 again.  FXS-RSI Low-neutral 

   

Weekly Cycles & Momentum 
Direction Finding a high 

Next High Now 

FXS-RSI Neutral 

Monthly Cycles & Momentum 

Bearish: The structure here is rather clouded. Support is at 117.31-39 and break 
would extend the losses to 117.00-05. At the moment we feel the evidence 
suggests this should hold to trigger continued sideways trading. Thus a 
stronger bearish argument requires a break of 117.00 and if seen should 
extend the downside back to the 116.54 area but should hold on first test. 
Next support is at the 116.07 corrective low.  

Direction Higher 

Next High 3rd/4th Quarter Medium 
Term 

November 13th: The picture is looking more bearish now and if we see a 
dip to 116.54-72 followed by a recovery to the 117.67-85 area then we 
would expect to see a stronger decline down to 113.95. FXS-RSI Overbought 

Elliott Wave: 

 

 
14th November 
 
This picture is becoming complex and we 
need watch the next move. It may be that 
we are seeing a smaller triangle pattern 
between 117.31-38 & 118.00-10. However, 
we also note the entire pattern doesn’t 
seem to point to an immediate move in 
either direction and possibly we need be 
cautious of the possibility that the 118.58 
high being Wave ^a of a triangle with a 
76.4% retracement at 117.02 being Wave 
^b. Thus watch out for a break of 117.31 
which would force that test.  
 
Only below 117.00 would extend the 
downside towards the 116.54 low in a 
possible Wave (a) of Wave (iii). 
 
 
 
 

USDJPY EURUSD USDCHF GBPUSD
AUDUSD USDCAD EURJPY



EURUSD                                        Price: 1.2812  

Resistance 

1.2976-99 

1.2938-43 

1.2902 

1.2877 

1.2840-45 

1.2828 

Support 

1.2800 

1.2780 

1.2745 

1.2729 

1.2693 

 

 1.2636-43 

Bias: We look for an initial sideways consolidation before a test of 1.2745 then a larger recovery 

     

60 Minute Momentum 
Schaff TC1 Rising 

FXS-RSI Oversold 

 
Daily Cycles & Momentum 

Bullish: Losses have developed well stalling just a few points above the 1.2787 
support. This still looks to have further downside to 1.2745 and thus we 
look for a recovery from that area. If there is any earlier break above 
1.2829 we still need to be aware of resistance at 1.2840-45 and also 
1.2877 which should cap if seen. Thus a stronger bullish stance requires a 
break above 1.2877 in which case look for a move back to 1.2902. Next 
resistance is at 1.2938-43.  Direction Rising 

Next Low 10 days Medium 
Term 

November 14th: Yesterday’s decline appears to be in line with our 
expectation of a MT pullback before the upside can develop more strongly. 
There is support at 1.2745 then 1.2693 that should cause a recovery FXS-RSI Overbought 

   

Weekly Cycles & Momentum 
Direction Finding a low 

Next Low Now 

FXS-RSI Neutral 

Monthly Cycles & Momentum 

Bearish: The expected losses have developed and we cautiously feel there should be 
a little more. For this we suspect that we should see a small sideways 
consolidation between 1.2800-20 ahead of a drop down to the 1.2745 area 
but will look for this to cause a larger recovery. Only a clean break below 
1.2745 would extend the downside to 1.2690 before higher again.  

Direction Lower 

Next Low Nov-Dec Medium 
Term 

November 13th: The peak at 1.2902 does seem to point to a short term 
peak and for a correction to 1.2745 at least – and only below suggests 
extension to the 1.2690 area before a larger move higher. FXS-RSI Low-neutral 

Elliott Wave: 

 

 
13th November 
 
So far so good – we feel the 1.2902 high 
has completed 5 waves higher and thus we 
should get a pullback of between 38.2% and 
50%. The closer is at the 1.2745 Wave (b) 
low and this should cause a reaction higher. 
The 50% retracement lies around 1.2690 
and we would not expect much below here if 
at all. 
 
14th November 
 
Losses appear to have completed Wave iii of 
Wave c and thus while the 1.2820-30 area 
caps we should see losses in Wave v to the 
prior Wave (b) at 1.2745 before a recovery. 
Also note the 50% retracement in Wave (b) 
at 1.2693. 
 
 
 

USDJPY EURUSD USDCHF GBPUSD
AUDUSD USDCAD EURJPY



USDCHF                                        Price: 1.2435  

Resistance 

1.2607-28 

1.2558-78 

1.2523 

1.2497 

1.2482 

1.2450-58 

Support 

1.2415-22 

1.2404 

1.2372 

1.2320-46 

1.2288 

 

 1.2220-27 

Bias: While 1.2415—22 supports we look for initial consolidation before a rally to 1.2523 then lower 

    

60 Minute Momentum 
Schaff TC At 100 

FXS-RSI High-neutral 

 
Daily Cycles & Momentum 

Bullish: The recovery has developed well stalling at the lower end of the 1.2460-80 
resistance. We still feel there should be further gains and thus while the 
1.2415-22 level supports we suspect a small tightening consolidation ahead 
of a move higher again that should reach the 1.2523 area which we look to 
cap. Only clean breach would extend to 1.2558-78 before lower again. 

Direction Higher 

Next High 5 days Medium 
Term 

November 13th: The bounce from 1.2346 should allow a move to as high 
as 1.2520-25 but only a clean break back above 1.2578 would imply a 
stronger move to retest the 1.2607-28 area at least & probably higher FXS-RSI Oversold 

   

Weekly Cycles & Momentum 
Direction Finding a peak 

Next High Now 

FXS-RSI Neutral 

Monthly Cycles & Momentum 

Bearish: With the gains seen yesterday we feel that we need be a little more patient 
to look for a selling opportunity – which should occur around 1.2523. From 
there we will look for losses to develop with pivot support around 1.2404-
10 that has potential to support. Only an earlier break below 1.2404-15 
would cause direct losses back to 1.2372 – which again needs to break to 
cause a move to the 1.2320-46 area.  

Direction Higher 

Next High End November Medium 
Term 

November 13th: We feel the structure has turned bearish and thus while 
1.2525-78 caps we shall look for losses to move down to the 1.2172-82 
area at least.  FXS-RSI High-neutral 

Elliott Wave: 

 

 
13th November 
The 1.2336-62 area was reached and tends 
to fit in more with a 5-wave move lower 
which ended at 1.2346. Thus we feel this 
was probably a Wave (a) and should then 
trigger a 41.4%-50% pullback to 1.2525 
and maximum 1.2558 for Wave (b). 
 
Do also note the 76.4% projection in Wave 
v at 1.2298 which rests just above the 
1.2288 Wave (b) low. Thus even if we see a 
dip to here we still feel a correction should 
be seen.  
 
14th November 
So far so good. We feel we have seen Wave 
ii of Wave –c- in this correction that should 
trigger a test of the 1.2523 Wave b. Only an 
earlier break below 1.2404 would imply a 
possible 23.6% expanded flat to 1.2320 
before higher again. 
 

USDJPY EURUSD USDCHF GBPUSD
AUDUSD USDCAD EURJPY



GBPUSD                                        Price: 1.9037  

Resistance 

1.9206 

1.9135-44 

1.9108 

1.9092 

1.9074 

1.9050 

Support 

1.8995 

1.8973 

1.8945 

1.8900 

1.8850 

 

 1.8768-94 

Bias: While 1.9050-74 caps we look for losses to progress to the 1.8900-45 area before recovering 
    

60 Minute Momentum 
Schaff TC Rising 

FXS-RSI Neutral 

 
Daily Cycles & Momentum 

Bullish: Losses seen as expected and these have stalled at 1.8995 thus far. There is 
resistance at 1.9050-74 and while this caps there is still chance of a dip 
down to the 1.8920-45 target area. From this low we shall expect a 
stronger recovery. Thus only an earlier break above 1.9074 and then 
1.9092 would imply a sooner move back to 1.3135-44 and probably to 
1.9178. Also note the 1.9206 resistance.  

Direction Finding a peak 

Next Low Now Medium 
Term 

November 13th: We see the 1.9178-1.9206 area as providing resistance in 
the short term and thus only above here would extend the upside to 1.9328 
at least and possibly as high as 1.9358 and 1.9418.  FXS-RSI Overbought 

   

Weekly Cycles & Momentum 
Direction Finding a low 

Next Low Any time 

FXS-RSI Neutral 

Monthly Cycles & Momentum 

Bearish: Losses have developed in line with expectations and thus we remain 
cautiously bearish for an additional leg lower later today. This will require 
the 1.9050-74 area to cap and for losses to develop back to the 1.8995 low 
and while this could cause a small pullback the target remains in the 
1.8920-45 area (max 1.8900) which should stall the decline.  

Direction Higher 

Next High Uncertain Medium 
Term 

 November 13th: We still feel that it is too early to see significant gains 
and while 1.9178-1.9206 caps there is still room for losses back to 1.8973 
and later to 1.8900-45 but this should hold.  FXS-RSI Oversold 

Elliott Wave: 

 

 
13th November 
 
The structure looks more and more like an 
expanded flat with 23.6%-38.2% 
expansions at 1.9179-1.9206. We have seen 
the lower resistance and we cannot rule out 
a test of 1.9206 but this should spurn a 
return to the Wave efa low at 1.8945 and 
possibly to the 38.2% retracement at 
1.8900. 
 
14th November 
 
So far so good – we feel we have seen Wave 
iii of Wave efc lower and thus while Wave iv 
remains below the Fibonacci retracement 
levels at 1.9050-74 we shall expect a 
decline down to the 1.8945 Wave efa low 
and possible minor breach to 1.8900-25 
before a larger recovery. 
 
 

USDJPY EURUSD USDCHF GBPUSD
AUDUSD USDCAD EURJPY



AUDUSD                                        Price: 0.7637  

Resistance 

0.7791-24 

0.7759-66 

0.7730 

0.7697 

0.7660 

0.7644-49 

 

0.7614 

0.7582 

0.7559 

0.7538 

0.7496-11 

 

 0.7450-60 

Bias: While 0.76414-49 caps we look for additional losses down to 0.7580-90 

    

60 Minute Momentum 
Schaff TC Close to 100 

FXS-RSI Neutral 

 
Daily Cycles & Momentum 

Bullish: Loss of 0.7644 has generated additional losses to 0.7614 thus far but we 
feel there should be a move down to 0.7580-90. Thus from this lower area 
we shall expect a recovery. Only an earlier break back above 0.7650 would 
suggest a retest of the 0.7697 corrective high that should hold on first test. 
Next resistance is at 0.7730. 

Direction Finding a low 

Next Low Now Medium 
Term 

November 14th: The breach of 0.7644 changes the structure slightly but 
we remain longer term bullish but must allow for a dip to 0.7580-90 at 
least and possibly as deep as 0.7538-59 before the next leg higher. FXS-RSI High-neutral 

   

Weekly Cycles & Momentum 
Direction Finding a low 

Next Low Now 

FXS-RSI High-neutral 

Monthly Cycles & Momentum 

Bearish: The break below 0.7644 has generated a move to 0.7614 thus far and we 
feel there is just a little more to go. This should mean that the 0.7644-49 
area should cap and trigger losses below 0.7614 to the 0.7580-90 area 
which we expect to cause a stronger recovery. Only breach would cause an 
additional dip to 0.7538-59 before the larger recovery.  

Direction Finding a  low 

Next High Now Medium 
Term 

November 14th: The break lower suggests now that we should see a test 
of the 50% support at 0.7590 – and may be a touch lower but only below 
0.7538 would trigger a larger move lower now.  FXS-RSI Low-neutral 

Elliott Wave: 

 

 
14th November 
 
The breach of 0.7644 now suggests that the 
0.7766 high was the end of a 5-wave move 
and as such this should see a deeper 
pullback to the 50% retracement at 0.7590 
at least. Further support is at the 58.6% 
retracement at 0.7559 and an internal wave 
extension where Wave c will have projected 
by 138.2% at 0.7538.  
 
This next low should form the Wave –b- low 
and cause a return to the 0.7766 high.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

USDJPY EURUSD USDCHF  GBPUSD
AUDUSD USDCAD EURJPY



USDCAD                                        Price: 1.1376  

Resistance 

1.1571 

1.1524 

1.1456 

1.1430-40 

1.1413 

1.1395 

Support 

1.1359 

1.1340 

1.1320 

1.1288 

1.1255-64 

 

 1.1228 

Bias: Cautiously we now look for 1.1350-59 to support and for gains above 1.1413 to the 1.1450-56 area 

    

60 Minute Momentum 
Schaff TC Declining 

FXS-RSI High-neutral 

 
Daily Cycles & Momentum 

Bullish: The break above 1.1332-44 has taken price higher to 1.1395 thus far and 
we still feel there is further to go. This should mean that the 1.1350-59 
area should support and, possibly in a tightening range with a subsequent 
breakout to take price to the 1.1430-56 area which should cap for a 
correction. Only a break above 1.1456 would extend the upside to 1.1488 
and 1.1524. 

Direction Uncertain 

Next High Under review Medium 
Term 

November 13th: We have a broad bullish stance here but find the wave 
structure a little too choppy. Thus only above 1.1413 would extend gains 
towards 1.1456 and probably 1.1524-71. FXS-RSI Neutral 

   

Weekly Cycles & Momentum 
Direction Rising 

Next High 2-3 months 

FXS-RSI Overbought 

Monthly Cycles & Momentum 

Bearish: The upside is looking positive and thus we will step back from a bearish 
stance at this point. Only a break back below 1.1350 would begin to make 
the upside look fragile and would imply losses back to 1.1320-40 which 
should hold on first test. Break of this pivot area is required to pressure the 
downside and signal a move to 1.1288.  

Direction Higher 

Next Low Uncertain  Medium 
Term 

November 13th: The major weekly trend line is now closer to the 1.1085 
low. Thus if the 1.1264 level break and then the triangle targets at 1.1215-
26 we could see stronger losses  back to this area. FXS-RSI Bullish Divergence 

Elliott Wave: 

 

 
13th November 
 
The bands to confirm the next direction 
remain. Only above 1.1344 would suggest a 
move through 1.1372 for the next 
resistance at 1.1413 which is a 38.2% 
expansion within an expanded flat.  
 
Below 1.1264 would confirm the 1.1215-26 
triangle target.  
 
14th November 
 
The move higher appears to be a Wave (c) 
that has a Wave equality target around the 
1.1456 high and we still feel the upside is 
possible. However, we see a Wave iii of 
Wave (c) ending around 1.1430-56 and then 
after a Wave iv we should expect a test of 
the 138.2% projection at 1.1524. 
 
 

USDJPY EURUSD USDCHF GBPUSD
AUDUSD USDCAD EURJPY



EURJPY                                        Price: 150.82  

Resistance 

152.80 

152.14-34 

151.89-93 

151.47-55 

151.17-20 

150.90-00 

Support 

150.69 

150.49 

150.33 

149.92 

149.62-66 

 

 148.84-19 
 

Bias: While 150.93-00 caps we look for losses to the 150.33 level at least – break implies 149.62-92 

    

60 Minute Momentum 
Schaff TC Close to zero 

FXS-RSI Oversold 

 
Daily Cycles & Momentum 

Bullish: In stead of the additional losses we saw a deep retest of the 151.47 high 
which failed and we still feel the downside has greater risk. Thus to give the 
upside a greater chance we require an initial break above 151.00 – then 
151.20 and if seen the look for a return to 151.47-55 at least with breach 
extending the upside. Then watch 151.89-93 and 152.14-34. 

Direction Finding a peak 

Next High Now Medium 
Term 

November 10th: We feel that either the 151.47 high seen yesterday or the 
151.89-93 area will prove to be a long term high. Only above extends to 
152.14-46 before lower.  FXS-RSI Bearish divergence 

   

Weekly Cycles & Momentum 
Direction Finding a peak? 

Next High Now 

FXS-RSI Neutral 

Monthly Cycles & Momentum 

Bearish: We feel yesterday’s sharp recovery and failure is more indicative of a larger 
bearish structure and while 151.00 caps we look for losses to extend to 
150.33 at least and suspect a decline as deep as the 149.62-92 area which 
should hold on first test.  

Direction Mixed 

Next Low Under review Medium 
Term  

November 14th: We feel there is a greater risk of direct losses now to 
149.62-92 and after a correction down to the 148.49-84 area before a 
correction higher.  FXS-RSI Overbought 

Elliott Wave: 

 

 
10th November 
Yesterday’s peak more or less satisfies the 
Wave (c) equality target at 151.55 and also 
the long term daily target of 151.34. The 
only risk is extension to 151.89-93 being a 
138.2% projection is Wave (c).  
 
Thus look for a move back down to retest 
the Wave (b) low at 148.84. 
 
14th November 
We feel that the 150.80 low was Wave I and 
the 151.42 high was Wave ii and this should 
imply losses to the 161.8% projection at 
150.33 at least but tend to favor a move to 
the 223.6%-261.8% projection at 149.62-
92 to complete Wave iii ahead of a Wave iv 
and Wave v down to the Wave (b) low at 
148.84. 
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